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' 
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The fi.gures in the margin indicate futl marks

fo, the questions

GROUP-A

( Mathematical Methods II I

( Marks: 35 )

1. Answer the following questions : '!x4=4

(a) Ir F1u1 =+3(u), nnd !'RP1au.a

(b) If the surface integral of A over a closed

surface S vanishes, evaluate ? i.

(c) Write the transformation equations
between Cartesian coordinates and
spherical coordinates.
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(d) Give the graphical representation of the
Dirac delta function 6 (x - xo).

2. Answer the following quesfions : 2x3=6

-> -+ .+(a) If E = - VQ, evaluate $E 
. dr, where Q is

c
a scalar function of r.

(b) Show that

Jtov'v - vv2o) av = Jto$v - v?olad

(31

Or

A fluid of density p(x, A, q tl moves with

. velocity i (n A, z tl. ff there is neither any

source nor any sink, using divergence
theorem, show that

-) -). Eo
V.{PU) +=-:=0

dt.

4. Answer either (a) or l(b) and (c)l :

Either

f"i For an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate @) Prove that
r -+ --+ , -,) --+ -tsystems, show that { A. d),, = JF * Al. dS

,-+ -+ L s
02=ltsh1Vu, xVu,

where C is the curve bounding tJ e
where symbols stand for usual surface S. Hence find J 7 . d7.-^--'---J' 8+2=10meanings.

3. Using Green's theorem in plane, find Or

-+f tt"v + a2l dx + *2 dg1 p) Express vO in the orthogonal curvilinear
C

coordinate system. 7
where C is the closed curve of the region
bounded by A=x and a=x2. 5 @ Find. f {-f,) nroviaed f $) =Ji. 3
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Answer either l(a) and (b)l or l(c) and (d)l :

Either

(a) Prove that

Jti'dr av = [tu * dv as
vs

Where V is the volume enclosed by the

surface S and ff is the unit normal
vector to the Plane of dS. 6

(b) Show that
+6
l' -- S(a -x) 5(b - xl dx= 6(a - b)
J-- -t* --'--- -\ 4

Or

(c) Define Gamma function and estabiish

f(n+1)=nf(n) 1+4=5

(d.) ,Find the square of the elemental length
in cylindrical coordinates and determine
the corresponding scale factors' 4+1=5

{51

Gnoup-B

{ Properties of Matter I

( Marks: 25 )

6. Answer the foilowing questions : 1x3=3

(a) Draw the stress-strain graph indicating
the proportional limit and the yield
point.

(b) State the principle on which the action
of the split tip of a fountain pen's nib is
based.

(c) A body is being moved horizontally
through a viscous medium. What is the
angle between the viscous force on the
body and its weight?

Find the maximum iength of a wire that can
be suspended without breaking. Given that
its breaking stress and density are

7 '2 x1o8 N/ m2 and 7 .2 x to3 kg /tn" .

Take g=10m/s2. 2

Answer arry tuoof the following questions :

5x2= 10

(a) A body is subjected to a stress' Show
that the potential ener5/ stored in the
unit volume of the bodY is

lxstress xstrain
25

7.

8.
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(b) Find an expression for an excess
pressure at a point on a curved liquid
surface. Hence find the excess pressure
for a spherical soap bubble. 4+l=5

(c) A particle of mass m is moving through
a viscous medium. If the viscous force.
varies linearly with instantaneous
velocity u, fi.nd the expression for u as a
function of time t. The initial velocity isuo. s

g. Answer either[(a)a&d (b)l or[(c)and, (d)lof the
following questions :

Either

(a) Derive an expression for the twisting
couple per unit twist of a rod of the
length l, the radius r and the rigidity
modulus 4 fixed ht one end.

' (b) Calculate the terminal velocity of an air
bubble of radius 10-s m rising in water
of viscosity 1O-3 Ns /^2 . Density of
water is 103 kg /rrr3 and that of air is
negligible.

l7l

Or

(c) Derive the relation

y =3K(I -2o)
where Y, K and o are Young's modulus,
bulk modulus and Poisson's ratio
respectively.

(d) Calculate the work done against surface
tension in biowing a soap bubble from a
radius of 10 cm to 20 cm, if the surface
tension is 25 x 1O-3 N/m.

***
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